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Petapanu : a Well-being and Health Center in the Innu Community of Mani-Utenam 
 
// ABSTRACT …….. ..................................................................................................................................................................  
This project is about a new model of health center that can provide care that responded to the Innu vision of well-being. This project 
proposes the end of a cultural imposition1 by promoting a mixed therapeutic approach based on prevention and on cohabitation of 
modern medecine, traditional practices and aboriginal spirituality. That way, human being is considered as primary concern plus 
encouraging collaboration of the patient in the therapeutical act. Based on a sensitive interaction with natural environment (woodlands, 
rivers, panoramas), this building offers a friendly and resourceful environment as therapeutical background. Most importantly, it would 
be more in tune with the spiritual understanding of well-being among the Innus. 
 
// OBJECTIVES AND CHALLENGES  ......................................................................................................................................  
• Position a new health center near frequented areas of the community while maintaining some privacy to them. 
• Highlight a site with an outstanding landscape and natural qualities. 
• Allow the harmonious coexistence of modern biomedicine and traditional medicine by promoting the exchange among caregivers 

of different therapeutic practices. 
• Promote emulation and awareness among the local population. 
• Ensuring the privacy of patients while maintaining a soothing contact with nature. 
 
 
  
																																																								
1 Rocher, G. (2015). Nouvelles perspectives de gouvernance sociale : éléments de synthèse. Montréal, Canada : Éditions Thémis. 
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// CONTEXT AND COLLABORATORS  ....................................................................................................................................  
The actual Mani-Utenam healtcenter takes place in the building that once housed the former residential school. For many, the building 
evokes dark memories belonging to a not so distant past. For this reason, and perhaps others, many would like to build a new 
healthcenter for the community Mani-Utenam. 
  
Several professional and local people had been encountered during a visit in February 2016. By their comprehension of the local 
challenges, their personal and professional experiences, they informed the research-creation process. Among them : 
• Marceline Tshernish – Nurse and Director of the Mani-Utenam Healtcenter (ITUM)  
• Kathleen André – Healer and traditional medecine specialist (Institut Tshakapesh) 
• Danielle Descent – Psychologist at the Mani-Utenam Healthcenter 
• Jean-Marie Jourdain – Director of infrastructure (ITUM) 
• Gaëlle André-Lescop – Civil Engineer and Urban Designer (ITUM)  
  
// RESULTS AND SOLUTIONS  ................................................................................................................................................  
The chosen site is a glade behind the church of Mani-Utenam and the elders’s residence. This site presents a natural, calm and 
soothing environment, freeing a stunning views above the sea and the Sept-Iles islands. 
 
The functionnal organization is so that the two main section of the building are dedicated respectively to modern medicine and 
traditional medicine. The central garden acts as a meeting point throughout the building. There are also several meeting rooms around 
the building to ensure, without imposing, exchange and sharing between the various caregivers. Outside, a small pavilion with 
changing room and bathroom is built in order to accommodate sweating lodge users. 

From the outside, the building presents an enveloppe that is 
sometimes opaque, translucent or transparent. Through a 
variety of overlay glass and polycarbonate, the envelope is 
opened, in a moderate and controlled manner, on the outside. 
Just like the canvas of a tent, translucency allows light to pass 
so that the atmosphere of the outdoor environment influences 
the indoor environment. Consultation rooms are oriented 
towards the woods in order to preserve a soothing touch with 
nature while keeping some back from the center of the building 
public areas.  

* * * 

This exploration provides a glimpse of the architectural potential 
of a program elaborated for aboriginal communities and 
innovative from the therapeutic point of view. Addressing issues 
related to the proximity among therapeutic services and meeting 
between them, this project raises interesting questions about 
the construction methods of actual health institutions and the 
adequacy of these modes with the cultural practices observed in 
place. Moreover, it would be beneficial to develop the concept in 
consideration of other aspects such as technical and functional 
constraints, social acceptability, the local construction skills, the 
context of low financial ressources (construction and 
maintenance) and the climate compatibility. 

Axonometrical view 


